A virtual tour

University of Washington

School of Public Health & Community Medicine

Department of Environmental & Occupational Health Sciences
The first classes were on upper campus in

Thomson Hall and Hall Health
In 1949, we moved to the new Health Sciences Center
In 1965, we built the F-wing
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...of the UW health sciences complex...
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…which now houses departmental offices…
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...student services & lecture halls...
...the environmental health lab...
...the library...
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...and two centers & institutes

- **Pacific Northwest Agricultural Safety & Health Center**
- **Superfund Basic Research Program**
In the 1990s, we added the Roosevelt offices and labs...
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...off-campus on Roosevelt Way...
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...a busy place...
...with laboratories...
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...a continuing ed training facility...
...the Field Group headquarters...
...and 7 centers & institutes

Center for Child Environmental Health Risks Research (Child Health Center)

Center for Ecogenetics and Environmental Health (CEEH)

Institute for Risk Analysis and Risk Communication (IRARC)

Northwest Center for Occupational Health & Safety

National Children’s Study, Pacific Northwest Center

Pacific Northwest Center for Human Health and Ocean Sciences

MESA Air Pollution Study
We also have space on Northlake...
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...For the controlled exposure lab ...

... which supports several air pollution studies
... and at Lake Union Place...
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...for the Occupational Epidemiology & Health Outcomes Program
Our Harborview operations recently moved to the new Pat Steel Building...
...which houses our Occupational & Environmental Medicine Clinic...
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...residency training program...
...and 3 centers & institutes

- Center for Chemically Related Illness
- Collaborative Center for Healthy Work and Environment
- Pediatric Environmental Health Specialty Unit
Beyond our 5 facilities in Seattle...
Much of our work is done in the field…
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... including an office in Yakima ...
... serving Eastern Washington agriculture ...
... with two field workers
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We’re also on the web
Visit us at ...

http://depts.washington.edu/envhlth